Redflex Pioneers the State of New Jersey and enjoys Illinois Expansion
with the new Contracts of Edison, NJ and Highland Park, IL.
20 April 2009
Redflex Traffic Systems, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Redflex Holdings Limited, is pleased to
announce two new contracts for red-light enforcement programs with Edison, New Jersey and Highland
Park, Illinois
Edison, NJ
With the specified scope of the program for enforcement at up to 75 locations; Redflex was awarded this
contract after a highly competitive tendering process.
“This township of over 100,000 people is one of the initial towns to be selected by the New Jersey
Department of Transportation in support of new enabling legislation. We take pride in the concerted effort
we undertake to pioneer new markets and we are excited to witness greater adoption and increased overall
acceptance rates for life-saving photo enforcement solutions across the USA” said Karen Finley,
CEO/President.
The contract term is for three years, plus two 1-year extensions.
Highland Park, IL
Located in Lake County, Highland Park is a Chicago suburb that maintains a population in excess of 31,000.
This contract was awarded to Redflex as a result of a competitive tender and is for up to 20 red-light systems and
a term of three years, plus two 2-year extensions.

Redflex Traffic Systems, Inc. has contracts with more than 235 U.S. cities, and is the largest provider of
digital red light and speed enforcement services in North America. With photo speed programs in nine
states and photo red light programs across 22 states, REDFLEX has consistently led the market in contract
wins, system installation rates and market share.
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